PERSONAL RESCUE KIT
FOR WIND TECHNICIANS
The PDQ is a personal escape and rescue system designed for wind technicians. The PDQ can be used for emergency escape as well as rescue involving lifting and lowering. The PDQ kit is exceptionally light (8 lbs), strong (exceeds 3100 lbs), and heat-resistant to 900°F.

The PDQ is designed for:
- Emergency Escape
- Raising and Lowering
- Ladder Rescue
- Fall Recovery
- Hub & Yaw Rescue

DON’T DRAW STRAWS
Most automatic descent devices are designed for one person, while some awkwardly accommodate two. Because automatic descenders are heavy and expensive, a team is generally outfitted with only one. Evacuating multiple people with one automatic descender can be dangerously time-consuming. Who goes first?

TECHNICIAN EMPOWERED
The PDQ is lightweight, inexpensive and practical to issue to each technician. In a non-emergency evacuation, two kits can be paired to create a redundant lowering system. The technicians are empowered to inspect their own PDQ kits. No need to return the kit to the vendor for inspection. Each technician can rest-assure knowing that their kit will be available and ready for immediate use if ever needed.

PRACTICAL TRAINING DELIVERED
While the PDQ is simple, appropriate training is required. Skala’s W110 course covers general height safety, common automatic descenders and the PDQ. Skala’s rigorous trainer course is for organizations seeking to develop their own trainers. Skala offers training in its purpose-built training facility or on the client’s site using a mobile training tower. Contact Skala to arrange training to best suit your needs.

PDQ KIT INCLUDES:
- 1 – PDQ assembled in escape bag
- 1 – 300 ft (92 M) Technora® rope (custom lengths available)
- 2 – Q-Link carabiners
- 3 – D-Link carabiners
- 2 – cable slings (4 ft)
- 1 – nylon sling (2 ft)
- 2 – Pulleys

PDQ FEATURES:
- Heat-resistant – 900°F (480°C)
- Strong – 3100 lb (14 kN) designed for 310 lb loads
- Light – 8 lbs (3.6 kg) w 300 ft rope (91 M)
- Stops if user lets go
- Panic brake slows descent if lever fully engaged
- Meets ANSI Z359.4-2007
- Inspected easily by user
- Easy to haul in waterproof bag
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